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COMMENTS FROM THE PROS… A SYNOPSIS THAT MAKES SENSE!! 

More than ever, signs are the key to business success, and this is in part, due to the recession.  Outdoor 

signage remains one of the only affordable forms of advertising available to small businesses.  Outdoor 

signs also gauge more exposure that you think they do!   

But… 

DO MY SIGNS WORK??!??   …  

What does that mean?   Are they SEEN?  …Are they READ??  …  

To answer, consider the response to putting a sign on a major road that says…  EVERYONE who comes in 

to my gas station gets a FREE CAR WASH…! 

Would people come in… OF COURSE! 

So we know that a sign is seen, so we know it “works”… if the message creates a reaction…!!  If the 

content is meaningful to the reader!   

According to the OAAA (Outdoor Advertising Association of America), outdoor signage is one of the 

most effective mediums of communication because it reaches a mobile, mass-audience that is perhaps 

working multiple jobs and spending more time commuting.  But even more than that, your sign talks to 

everyone that lives or works within a very specific geographic area. 

 

Outdoor signs remain, not only an affordable medium of communication, or one that gains mass 

exposure, but also because...   

Your sign cannot be tuned out or turned off.  Unlike other forms of media that can be switched off, your 

sign exists in the very environment your target market lives, works and plays.  No matter how often your 

sign is seen, each encounter helps to reinforce the awareness of the good or service that you offer.  The 

end result is that an individual may see your sign for an extended period of time, and one day determine 

that the good or service advertised meets a need (Tatum, 2012). 

1. Your sign is a constant reminder of your products and services 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week.  Your sign occupies an ad space all day and all night for constant exposure to 

anyone and everyone who happens to walk or drive by.  
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Your sign is the way to market to a captive audience; an audience who without knowing 

is absorbing your message every time they see it. 

2. Your sign is a sophisticated marketing tool for your business.  It is a long-term 

investment that may prompt sales right away but more than likely, will leave repeated 

impressions of who you are and how your products and services can be made useful to 

potential clients.   

 

These repeated impressions build on their brand awareness and contribute to your 

positive reputation as a local, successful business.  After all, you must be successful if 

you can afford a sign, and a credible business to put your name on the street!  

3. Your sign has no competition.  Your sign doesn’t compete with other content or is 

affected by the context it appears in.  Unlike TV or radio commercials that play back-to-

back, your sign has the advantage of communicating to your target market without 

competing with other ads.   

 

Your sign functions as an independent marketing tool that communicates your message 

clearly, without getting lost in the clutter.  

4. Your sign is being seen by more people than you think.  Due to changes in the recent 

economy more and more people are working multiple jobs which means they are 

commuting for a longer amount of time.  Now more than ever before, your street-side 

sign will gain a maximum amount of exposure to passers-by as they go to and from their 

homes and jobs.   

 

According to the OAAA, “outdoor advertising remains a growth medium because it 

reaches [the] mobile masses”.  These mobile masses become a part of your target 

audience and consume the messages placed in their environment. 

All being said, it’s all about the content.  A sign will be seen, but the business must communicate 

something meaningful to their audience.  It doesn’t have to be meaningful every day, just on the days 

when the potential client is in need of the product or service. 

Say something to those you know to be in the market for your goods or services. Affirm and Re-affirm 

why your business is the best provider, and if you’ve been subtly re-affirming for a very long time, your 

business is embedded in the minds of the potential buyers… 

Signs Do Work to communicate the business message… Just think of it…!!!   

 

Say anything to everyone passing a given point… EVERY DAY! 


